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Welcome To Angelic 
Mediumship 

This course will teach you to recognize Angels

everywhere you go. You will see them with your

psychic eyes, your inner vision. You will be aware of

their presence, and understand the meaning of their

signs. 



But here is the thing: I can give you all the right tools, strategies and

secrets. However, if you don’t have faith in Angels, you won't be able to

see them. You need to have faith that Angels are real. You know I am

(Josie) real. Even though you have never met me in person.  

 Angels don’t have physical bodies, but they are just as real as me. I

can tell you this with 100% faith. I hope my confidence and faith will

help you on this path. Our human nature is not to trust anything that

we can’t perceive with physical senses. Faith is something you build.

One miracle at at time. One action at a time. 



 I need your full attention and commitment. We are entering

highly favorable astrological timing; there is no time to waste. 

This course is strategically designed to open your psychic

awareness of the reality that we simply can not observe with

our physical eyes.  

 

It is important to stay as positive as you possibly can during the

next few weeks. Avoid conflicts, disagreements, toxic foods,

alcohol, and toxic thoughts.  



It's only 10 days, you can do it! You will generate lots of energy.

We need it to connect with our spirit sources. Negative

emotions, toxic foods greatly lessen your ability to see Angels.

They cause you to lose energy. 

 I am here to guide you. Stay as positive as you can.  



You are blessed and guided on

this path



Let's begin with an initiation. Remember Angels can't do

anything without your permission. By stating this invocation you

are giving them a permission to work with you.  

Find a comfortable position. Relax your body put your hand on

your heart. Reconnect with your heart. Feel the heartbeat in

your chest. Fill it with gratitude until it overflows with love and

light energy.  

  

Initiation 



Today I make a promise to my Higher Self to commit to the

process of becoming an angelic medium. For the next ten days,

I will perform necessary practices and pay close attention to

signs. I will meet my Angels halfway. I will do my part. I will

change my relationship with Angels forever. I'm ready. Thank

you for your guidance.  

Initiation 



 

Your every day in the course begins with an invocation. 

An invocation is a prayer or statement. 

When you wake up, put your hand on your heart and say the 

invocation. 

Invocation 
 



Today I invite the Divine Wisdom to fill my heart and my

mind with light energy and intuitive power to connect with

Angels. I am open to miracles. I am ready to follow the

Angelic Guidance. Whatever comes my way is a blessing. I am

open to receive it. 

I will pay attention. I will clear my mind and my body of old

karmic energy, limiting beliefs, worries, and fears. 

I am connected to my Higher Self, Angels, and Spirit

Teachers. I am a channel of powerful psychic insights and

visions.

I am protected and energized by the Divine Grace of my

Spirit. Amen  

Invocation 



Every day you have one meditation to do. It works together

with all other practices.  Close your eyes, relax, surrender to

music and follow my voice. I use a specific technology to

connect directly with your subconscious mind.  

Meditation  



In the evening, it is important to sit down, and reflect upon your

day. What did you experience today? Spend about 5 minutes

writing down all unusual occurrences, and signs you've received.

In ten days you will have a journal of your personal angelic signs.  

If you need guidance on journaling, watch a short video in 

 Day ONE  

Journaling  



September 29: Archangel Michael 

September 30: Jophiel 

October 1: Zerakhel  

October 2:  Remiel 

October 3: Honiel  

October 4: Gabriel  

October 5: Azrael  

October 6: Raguel 

October 7: Raphael 

October 8: Uriel  

Specific Archangel Dates 
   



Om Namah Shivaya 

OM 

Aham Prema 

LAM-VAM-RAM-YAM-HUM-OM-AUM 

Sacred Mantras


